4th Grade News
September 8-11, 2015
We have our first field trip to collect/look at leaves and see a different
way of lifestyle that is not practice in the general public. It is a fun day
but a busy day.
We have a Bible test this week. We will be reviewing in school but
they will need to spend some time at home also.
I recommend that they spend at least two evenings reviewing for any tests.
Two nights of shorter study time usually is better than one long night of study.
I am going to suggest to the students that they study around 15-20 minutes
each evening for the test. You will need to decide if this is enough for
your child.
If you can, spend some time showing them how to study for a test. As the children mature
and become more independent over the year, they will hopefully be learning this skill, but it
must be first taught to most of the students. Thanks for your help in this.

Bible – We are finishing up the first eight books of the Bible
Memory work – We are also working on learning the books of the Old and New
Testament with a song. The students are really doing well singing the song.
The books of the Old Testament need to be said by or before Sept. 24.

Reading –We are continuing with the story: “Yingtao’s New Friend.”

Special skills:

compare and contrast and sequence. Vocab quiz on Wednesday.

Math – We will continue using place value.

This week we will use place value to round
numbers. On Thursday we will work on some place value story problems. Continue to
encourage your student to practice the addition facts at home.

Spelling – Les. 4.1.2 plus Kylan De Weerd.

Trial test on Wednesday and Final on

Thursday because of the field trip on Friday.

Science –

We will continue looking at trees and their leaves – needleleaf, broadleaf,
and palm. Test over what we have covered so far next week. I put a link to an online
review for this test information on the 4th grade wiki page. Please do help them on their
journey to becoming independent in their studying by spending some time reviewing with
them. Thanks.

Language – Most are doing great on learning their prepositions.

Thanks. Way to go
students! Quiz on A-B’s on Wednesday. They need to add the D’s, F’s, and I’s for Sept.
10. We are continuing to work on capitalization rules.

